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Luca Underwood, Software Engineer
I'm an experienced and passionate Full-Stack Software 
Engineer with 6+ years overall experience in the field. My skills 
and ability to develop secure, efficient, and scalable software 
really shines on every project/client I work for! 

With an apt for learning and understanding new programming 
languages quickly, I am able to adapt well to any new 
agile team - bringing with me my current understanding 
in JavaScript, Java, Python, HTML, CSS, React, and 
corresponding frameworks.

I most importantly love to improve and further develop my skills 
as a full-stack software engineer, and love putting in extra time 
on my off-days to achieve this to make sure I am at the top of 
my game when working for clients.

Links My Site (https://lucau.me)

GitHub

LinkedIn

Skills JavaScript

HTML & CSS

Cloud Computing

Linux OS

Java Programming

Communication

Efficiency

Linux System Administration

Employment History Software Engineer at Hundreds & Thousands (CreepyCreams), Remote
March 2022 — Present

• Developed and deployed cloud-based websites and API's for use within the project
• Provisioned, secured, and deployed Linux-based OS dedicated machines (including 

DNS routing, SSL, Firewall, etc)
• Developed efficient, fun, and scale-able plugins for their Minecraft Network (in Java) 

with cross-server proxy support using MongoDB & Redis Pub/Sub
• Fixed previous bugs from an older system, and current bugs in a timely manner 
• Worked in a fast-paced team environment, deploying code to GitHub and utilising our 

own Nexus Repository Manager.

Software Engineer at Solenxia LLC, Remote

https://lucau.me
https://github.com/lucacodes
https://www.linkedin.com/in/luca-underwood-a843651a8/


December 2021 — May 2022

Implemented core structual features to a Spigot server (Minecraft Server) ensuring major 
runtime bottlenecks and issues were patched for the playerbase. Created complex and 
exciting new features for a global userbase using the Java programming language.

Software Engineer & Founder at EndorseFlow LTD, London/Remote
October 2020 — July 2022

From the very beginning, building the company from the ground up. This included 
programming all back and front-end systems, and deploying all code to the cloud (AWS) 
in an efficient and streamlimed manor. From programming a fully functional RESTful API in 
Node.js, to a beautifully designed front-end dashboard application in React.js - I handled 
anything and everything development wise. I also integrated payment providor, Stripe, 
worked with the databases MongoDB and MySQL, and cloud provider AWS (Fargate, S3, 
Lambda).

Front-End Website Developer at Freelance, Remote
July 2018 — Present

I have gained my front and back-end development skills by working from home on my own 
projects, and for clients as a freelance software developer. I have used my problem-solving 
skills and determination to gather and learn the information required to build scalable and 
high-performance web applications - deployed on scalable cloud providers such as Google 
Cloud and AWS. 

My knowledge and understanding is forever growing, and my willingness to expand that 
is where I thrive. I have a deep understanding of a collection of programming languages, 
libraries and frameworks such as; JavaScript, Python, Node.js, SCSS, CSS, React.js, 
TypeScript, Vue.js, React Native, Axios, Babel, Webpack, Styled-Components.

In addition, I have dedicated time to learn and understand cloud computing and therefore 
have a skilful understanding of cloud providers such as; AWS, Google Cloud and 
DigitalOcean.

Software Developer at BlackWave PTY LTD, Remote
November 2018 — July 2019

• Built, tested and deployed scalable, highly available and object-oriented software 
products.

• Maintained existing software and developed new applications
• Maintained the back-end Linux system and set up a dev/prod deployment 

infrastructure.
• Individually solved and fixed software-related bugs and performance issues, in a timely 

manner.
• Worked in a remote team collaborating with each other using version control and 

Jenkins.

Education GCSE, Secondary School (Contact further for name), Essex, UK
September 2012 — July 2017

Finished secondary school (High School for US employers) with a Grade B in Computer 
Science.

Self-Taught, London/Essex



November 2017 — Present

I have further developed my programming knowledge by self-teaching myself, and actually 
getting stuck in to tasks and projects at hand since 2017 until present. I pride myself by this 
method of teaching, as it has considerably helped me a lot more than traditional education.

Hobbies Aside from programming, I love to travel a lot and see new places. With my 
work being remote, it gives me the great opportunity to have a work/travel 
balance.

Languages English Native speaker

References Alex from Hundreds & Thousands
Email alex@hundreds.world

Tom from Hundreds & Thousands
Email tom@hundreds.world


